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On the social welfare analysis of 

rent-seeking versus other profit-seeking 

JOO RO-JUNG 

Abstract 

This paper is a comparative analysis of social welfare under the conditions 

of relative investment of rent-seeking, other profit-seeking, and simultaneous 

mixed wasteful investment undertaken under uncertainties of the future. It shows 

that a clearer Cournot-Nash equilibrium of Pareto-inferior results due to a gen

eration of social loss rather than social surplus in investment in the wasteful sec

tors in competition with identical agents in society. 

1. Introduction 

Research literature on the rent-seeking theo·ry of agents, which well 

defines and develops its behavior has become both extensive and deep. 

If rent-seeking seems to be the only mechanism available to agents at

tempting to increasing welfare through gain or avoidance of a loss due 

to uncertain future events, then agents often have at their disposal 

alternatives to rent-seeking. Thus, it may. attempt to provide them 

with another means of condition profit maximization. So that, one of 

them either attempts to aviod a potential rent loss, or try to obtain a 

rent through rent-seeking investment. 

In particular, the aim of this paper is to analyze critically the re

cent literature on rent-seeking and directly unproductive profit-seek-
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ing in social activities. This corroborates with the related to literature 

on rent-seeking and on investment in other production line flexibility. 

It is argued that a clearer understanding of wasteful competition in 

social welfare emerges if the framework of the constitutional increase 

social cost in the economy is adopted in all agents. It is furthermore 

argued that a dynamic economic model framework is most suitable to 

analyze wasteful competition in investment game unproduction of agents 

the society. 

Therefore, agents' competitive rent-seeking or non rent-seeking be

havior is recognized as a factor which must be analyzed along with the 

social loss associated with market failure. Thus, the total cost of social 

waste transferring of wealth rather that its creation, and the use of pro

duction resources to obtain this transfer creates a social loss greater 

than its social benefit to society. This paper is organized as follows: 

Chapter 2 sets out an extension of the utility function of an agent 

under the absolute risk aversion. Chapter 3 analyzes Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium under conditions of rent-seeking investment1, other profit

seeking, and finally, under the two simultaneously. Chapter 4 analyzes 

social welfare according to change in the firm number, n, and coef

ficient of risk aversion, r. Chapter 5 offers some concluding remarks. 

2. Utility Function of Agents 

(1) Attitudes toward agents' risk in activities operating under the 

condition of uncertainty of his future utility. 

Throughout this paper, we will assumed that society consists of a 

fixed member, finite number of agents (firms), n, and that agents' pre

ferences of individuals public choice are weak orders (i.e., Ri is com

plete, transitive, reflexive, monotone, acyclicity) under uncertainties of 
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his future utility. That is, collective choice rules; such a rule is a func

tion, F, that may be profiles, or n-tuples of individuals' preference or

dering of public choices into a set of binary relations. We show that 

formally, given a profile (R1, ... ,Rn), the social perference relation of 

public choice is given by R=F(R1, ... ,Rn), Furthermore, agents in the 

economy had axioms based on constant invetsment which were used to 

predict his choice of uncertainties in his game events in the future. 

Axioms; 

a) completeness: ARB & BRc & AlB & Blc. (VA, B, c) 

b) transitivity: ARB & BRc~ARc. 

c) reflexity: ARA & BRB & cRc. (for each choice bundle) 

d) acyclicity: A1PA2, A2PAa, ... , At-1PAt,~not AtPA1. 

e) monotonicity: if, AiiB~AP' iB & APiB~AP' iB, APB~AP'B. 

· R : the weak preference in a binary relation. 

, p : the strict preference relation. 

• I : the indifference relation in the usual way. 

Therefore, we show an analysis of the attempt of maximization of 

the expected utility function of agents under uncertain game conditions 

of the future. 

Assumptions ; 

a) Single argument wealth is measured in monetary units. 

b) Strongly additive and strictly increasing. 

c) Continuous with· continuous first- and second-order derivatives. 

Consequently, the expected value in the lottery game (P, W1, W2) of 

agents under conditions of future, where agent's wealth W i is different 

from the wealth level, will be the sum .of the outco!Iles, each multiplied 

by the probability of the games occuring simultaneously; 

E[WJ =PW1+ (l-P)W2 ~~! .... 0.-: 1) 

, E(WJ : the expected value of the lottery in (P, W1, W2).(PE [0,1]) 
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· W i : wealth levels. (but different wealth levels of i exist) 

(A) Risk neutral 

U[PW1+ (l-P)W2] =PU(W1) + (l_:_P)U(W2) ....... ( 2- 2) 

· the utility of the expected value of the lottery equals the expected 

utility of the lottery. 

· a linear utility function of the from U = a +/3W. (13>0) 

(B) Risk averter 

U[PW1+ (l-P)W2]>PU(W1) + (1- P)U(W2) ....... ( 2- 3) 

· the utility of the expected value of the lottery is greater than 

the expected value of its utility. 

• if d2U /dW2<0, where the utility function is strictly concave and 

the agents are a risk averters. (Figure 2-1 ; O~W~W0) 

· this area extends from O to E0 in (Figure 2~1). 

(C) Risk lover 

U[PW1+ (l-P)W2)<PU(W1) +(1-P)U(W2) ....... ( 2-4) 

· the utility of the expected value of the lottery is less than its 

expected utility. 

· if d2U / d W 2>0, where the utility function is strictly convex and 

the agents is a risk lover. (Figure 2-1 ; W0<W) 

· this area extends from E0 to E2 in (Figure 2-1). 

U(W) (Figure 2-1) 

0 w 
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Therefore, W1 is a point of wealth loss in this lottery game. And 

W2 is a point of wealth gain in this lottery game with future uncertain

ty. Fu thermo re, E0 is a saddle point. Thus, the best outcome. of risk 

averseness under conditions of future uncertainty is no greater than 

W O in this lottery game. 

(2) Coefficient r of absolute risk aversion 

Consequently, the agent's attitude, which appeared as the second 

derivative of the utility function provides an indication of his attitude 

toward the lottery. 

r= U'(W) 
U' (W) 

dlnU' (W) 
dW 

....... ( 2 - 5) 

· r=O ; neutral toward risk.· 

· r >o ; aversion from risk. 

· r<o ; prefers risk (risk lover). 

Let, V(W) =c+fU. Cf>O). So that, 

r= V"(W) 
V' (W) 

fU 8 (W) 
fU' (W) 

Thus, we rewrite ( 2- 5) ; 

-r dlnU' (W) 
dW 

....... ( 2 - 7) 

U"(W) 
U'(W) 

....... ( 2 - 6) 

Now, we integrate with respect to W from ( 2- 7) ; 

f-rdW = f dlnU' (W) dW 
dW 

lnU' (W)=-rW+k1 ....... ( 2:... 8) 
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Where, k1 is the constant of the first integration. Furthermore, we 

take the antilog from ( 2 - 8) ; 

U' CW) =ekle-rW ....... ( 2 - 9) 

And, we integrate again from ( 2- 9) ; 

Ju' (W)dw= f ek 1e-rw 

U(W) =ekl f e-rWdW 

ekl 
=---e-rW+k2 

r 
....... ( 2-10) 

Where; k2 is another constant of integration. Furthermore, from 

this we can perform a linear transformation using ( 2-10) ; 

rU(W)-rk2= -ekle-rw, 

~ 

_r_U(W)- rk2 = -e-rW 
ekl ekl 

-e-rW = _ rk2 +-r-U(W) 
ekl ekl 

¢> 

VCW)=c+fU. {c=- !~;, f= e~1 } 

~ V(W)=-e-rW 

=-exp(-rw). (r>O, W20) ........ ( 2-11) 
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Thus, ( 2-11) is the expected utility function of a Von-Neumann 

Morgenstern, and r is the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. There

fore, we know be the general forms for a utility function of an agent 

with constant absolute risk aversion under uncertain outcomes of any 

future risk sensitive solution. 

U{W) 

u [ J 
E [U(W)] 

(Figure 2-2) 

C 
U(W) 

w 

If the agents' payment amount is W2-W0, then his obtained wealth 

is W0• Thus, th<? amount he will receive will always be wealth W 0• 

Furthermore, his po.ssibility of obtaining large utility which amounts to 

benefits more of the expected value than average value of the lottery 

games under the absolute risk aversion under conditions of future un".' 

certain behavior. WoD>W0B; 

U [PW 1 + (1-P) W2] > PU (W 1) + (1 '---P) UW 2. 

WoD-WoB=DB(=}TB). (TB: total benefit). 

The index action of absolute. risk aversion of agel'lts is surely de

fined as the ratio of the. second and first derivatives of the expected 

utility .function. Agents with absolute risk aversion will .require a pre

mium to cover the risk involved in the uncertainty oJ futµre outcomes. 

All agents used in this paper have an absolute aversion to .risk under 
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uncertain expected utility gains in the future. And, the sure utility 

function of agents' actions used in this paper will always be linked to 

at least some cardinal utility function properties. 

3. Cournot-Nash equilibrium in the model 

All agents will attempt to maximize a Von-Neumann Morgenstern 

expected utility function ( 2-11) under conditions of future uncertainty. 

Thus, expected utility function shows that in some circumstances, it is 

possible to construct a set of numbers for particular agents that will 

be used to predict his choice under conditions of future uncertainty. 

U(W)=-e-rw 

=-exp(-rW). (r>O, W~O) ..... ;,(3-1) 

If we now consider government expenditure cutback, then we see 

that there are industry reduction outputs due to the new level of gov

ernment demand. Therefore, output in tatonnement process of the in

dustry will bring a surface reduction of the production of some firms. 

Thus, all agents use invested resources in an effort to maintain their 

places in the industry. Then, as we is know, these invested resources 

will also be in addition to social cost in the waste· game. Thus, rent

seeking, profit-seeking and a mixture of the two are terms used by 

public choice scholars to describe socially wasteful competition under 

conditions of future uncertainty. A game-theory on this industry mo

del shows that it will exist in non-cooperative Cournot-Nash equilib

rium to the extent of a rent-dissipation which crucially depends on the 

(scale) return of individual expenditure of the two, rent-seeking, pro

fit-seeking, when done simultaneously. So that; 
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Assumptions ; 

a) All firms are identical, and hence, make similar decision-making2• 

b) All firms' output is only sold to the government (public sector) 3• 

c) All firms can switch the production line in the short run. 

d) All firms are in the defense industry or a related subindustry. 

e) · Cost ; short -run: X (rent-seeking) :;;;,:c (profit-seeking), long run: 

c:;;;,:x. 
If reduction of government expenditure (demand) occurs; 

g0 (government expenditure of initial) =}Qto (initial output of n firms). 

go-gil. (Dgo-Dnl; Qto-Qul). 

=}Eto-Eut. (Qto-Qut; n-(n-l)l). 

(Figure 3-1) 

D11 D10 · 

Eu E.o 
Pc So(=MC) 

+ 

0 Q 

· Dgo : total government demand of initial in this industry~ 

· Eto : equilibrium of initial in this industry. 

Thus, this expenditure cutback by the government will also cause 

a production decrease simultaneously for the firm and they will receive 

a lump sum subsidy S from government. (Pc (competition price) : Qto 

-Qui). 

<structure of rent-seeking) 

If cutback of government expenditure (demand) occurs ; 
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go--gd=?Dgo--Dg1i. (=?Qto(n)--Qt1(n-l) t). 

=?V!C+St). 

All firms are identical. in decision-making under conditions of fu

ture uncertainty. Thus, firms win receive initial profit V and pay lump 

sum tax T. V (initial profit of firms)- X (rent-seeking cost). (X:S:V). 

Total social benefit ; n V. Total social cost : nX. 

nX:S:nV. 

TC= :En i =lX i. 

Xi =X. ~nX. 3.i En. 

<structure of profit-seeking (production flexibility)) 

If reduction of government expenditure occurs; 

go--gd=?Dgo--Dgd. C =?Qto(n)--Qt1(n-l) t). 

~V!( +St). (V>R). 

Thus, government will announce. a determined deduction in the 

amount expenditure, which some agents will use as determinants at the 

same time to plan strategies for behavior in the next period. Then, 

firms incur a potential profit-loss.. Therefore, agents attempting invest

ment of some form 'into insurance, dc:i 'so to counter a close-down. Fur

thermore, firms receiving total profits, R, under another p'roduction line 

and total cost, C, switch to another production line, (C:S:R, R<V). 

Then; Total social benefit; (n-l)R. Total social cost; (n-,-l)C. 

(n-l)C:S:(n-l)R. 

TC=:Eni=lCi. 

Ci =C. =?(n-l)c. 3i En. 

<structure in this game> 

If government determines an expenditure:-cut in. the next period; 
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(1) <losing contract) <winners contract) 

(n-1)--(n-l)V(total profit)-T 

not rent-seeking 

n--nx ( total loss: XS:V) + S 

rent-seeking 

(2) <winners contract) 

n--nV(total profit)-T 

<losing contract) 

(n-1)--(n-l)C(total loss:CS:R)+S 

flexibility not flexibility 

Thus, we now introduce the probability of wining defined from, vi, 

jEn. 

. ...... (3-2) 

· Zj : the probability of agents j winning in the contest. 

· X j : amount spent on rent-seeking by agent, j •. (v.i En, 3j En) . 

.. , .... ( 3 - 3) 

· P j : the probability of loss by agent, j, in the contract. 

· If, Z j = 1/n, then, P j = 1/n. Thus, they are symmetrical. 

· P j is (linear) decreasing in Z j, (3 j En). 

If, Zj =Pj =1/h, then we obtain the following; 

=}a= 1 + b. O<bS:-1-. 
n -n-1 

Pj=l+b_~. (b=-1 ) 
n n-1 n-1 

_ 1-Zj 
- n-1 ....... ( 3 - 5) 

. ...... ( 3 - 4) 
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Consequently, a bid for V of Xj yields expected profit (En') in rent 

-seeking under probability Zj of success of agent, j, 

....... (3-6). 

Therefore, the result we obtained derived from using (3- 5), cost 

-benefits due to the amount of spending on rent-seeking from agent, j, 

against the expected wealth maximization in this game of all the agents. 

1) we obtained derivative from using ( 3- 5), the private optimal 

spending amount of investments of rent-seeking from agent, j, for max

imization of his expected utility under conditions of future uncertainty . 

maxxjEU j =PJU(Ij-Xj)+ (1:----Pj)U(lj + V j-Xj) ....... ( 3 - 7) 

· 11 : initial wealth of agents, j. 

· XJ : amount expenditure on rent-seeking of agents, j, (3 i En), 

If the probabile loss of agents, j, Pi=l/n, (3iEn); 

1 n-1 maxx i EU i =--U (Ii - X j) + --U (Ii +Vi-:-- Xi) 
n n 

....... ( 3 - 8) 

Now, we analyze the investment in rent-seeking. Some agents will 

lose from a contract, the probability of loss is 1/n. And, agents who 

invest in rent-seeking will face damage equal to I_;X with· probabil

ity 1/n, as well as benefits equal to I+ V -X with probability n-1/n. 

Thus, we can derive the equilibrium payment cost X* of investment un

der rent-seeking in this game. 

_ri.-le-r (l+V-T) __ l_e-rCl+S) =n-le-r (l+V-X) __ l_e-r (1-X) .. ( 3 _ 9) 
n n n n 

expected utility when no expected utility when X uses 

rent-seeking occurs rent-seeking investment 
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If all agents are assumed to undertake identical activities in the 

future, then we can obtain the Cournot-Nash (C-N) equilibrium. In 

such a case, the optimal amount of total social cost is nX*, and the 

optimal equilibrium for private expenditure is X* into rent-seeking 

from ( 3- 9) ; 

~(n-l)e-r (l+V-T) +e-r (I+S) = (n-l)e-r (I+V-X) +e-r (1-X). 

~ X* =-1-ln (_C_n_-_l~)_e_r T_+_e_r <_v_-s_)) 
r (n-1) +erv 

* n (n-l)erT+er(V-S) 
nX =--ln--~----r (n-l)+erV 

....... ( 3-10) 

2) we derive from using ( 3 - 5) the optimal amount of private spend

ing of other profit-seeking (cost; C, profit; R) from agent, j, for max

imization of his expected utility under conditions of future uncertain

ty. 

maxciEUi =PiUCii-Ci)+Cl-Pi)U(Ii +Ri-Ci) 

If the probability of loss for agent, j, Pi=l/n, (3jEn); 

1 n-1 maxciEUj=--U(Ii-Ci) +--U(Ii+Ri-Ci) 
n n 

....... ( 3-11) 

....... ( 3 -12) 

Now; we analyze investment under conditions of production flexi

bility. In this case, the probability that any on agent will lose from a 

contract is 1/n. Furthermore, an agent's production flexibility will face 

damage equal to I-C with a probability of 1/n, while reaping, benefits 

equal to the amount I+R-C with a probability of n-1/n. Further

more, we can derive equilibrium payments using cost C* of investing 

into an agent's flexibile production of optimal choice enforcement. 
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_n-le-r (l+V-T) __ l_e-r (I+S) =n-le-r (I+R-C) __ l_e-r (1-C) .. ( 3 -13) 
n n n n 

expected utility when there is 

· no· investment flexibility C. 

expected utility when there is 

investment flexibility C. 

Thus, we obtain the Cournot-Nash (C-N) equilibrium, in which 

equilibrium occurs between the optimal amount of total social cost 

(n-1) C*, and the optimal amount of private expenditure C* in invest

ment on flexibile production from ( 3-'13) ';· 

~(n-l)e-r (I+Y-T) +e-r (l+S) = (n-l)e-r (l+R-C) +e-r (I+C). 

~C*=-l-1n(Cn-l)er (R+T-V) +er (R-S)) 
r (n~l)+erR 

(n--:·l)C*~ (n-.1) ln(Cn-l)er CR+T-v) +er CR-S)) 
r (n-l)+erR 

....... ( 3-14) 

3) Finally, we analyze the simultaneous investment of rent-seeking 

and:profit:-:seeking. In this case, ·some agent, j ate 'derive.using ( 3-5), 

for maximization of expected utility under condition of future uncertain..: 

ty. 

maxcx+C)jEUj =PUj (Ij-Xj-Cj)+ (1-Pj)U(Ij + Vj +Rj-Xj-Cj) 

....... (3-15) 

If, the probability Io.se of agent~ j, Pf=l/n, (:!j En) ; 

- ' , · · · · 1 1 . · · 
. maxcx~c) j_EU i ~-~U (Ii -Xi -Ci)+ n-l U Cli +Vi +·Ri -Xi -Ci) 

. . ...... (3-16) 

Thus, the probability that any agents will incur loss in a contract 

due to trying to meet the new level of government demand is 1/n. Fur.:. 

thermore, wasteful investment of both in-this industry will result :in 

loss equal to I-X-C with a probability of 1/n, and benefits equal to 

the amount I+V +R-X-C with a probability of n-1/n. Then, we can 
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derive the equilibrium payment cost (X+C)* of simultaneously waste

ful investment for agents. 

_n-le-r (l+V-T) __ l_e-r (l+S) = _n-le-r (l+V+R-X-C) __ l_e-r (l-X-C) 

n n n n .. ( 3 -17) 

expected utility when no expected utility when wasteful 

wasteful investme,nt occurs (X+C). investment occurs (X+C). 

Hence, we obtain the Cournot-Nash (C-N) equilibrium, which be

comes the optimal private amount of total social cost n (X+C)* and 

the equilibrium amount of private expenditure (X+C)* due to simul

taneous wasteful investment ( 3 -17) ; 

=}(n-l)e-r (I +V-T) +e-r (l+S) = (n- l)e-r (l+V+R-X-C) +e-r (l-X-C)_ 

( *- 1 (Cn-l)er(R+T)+er(V+R-S)) 
X+C) --r-ln (n-1) +er<V+R) 

*- n (Cn-l)er(R+T)+er(V+R-S)) 
n(X+C) --r-ln (n-l)+erCV+R) ....... (3-18) 

Therefore, with analyses ( 3-10), ( 3-14) and ( 3-18), we show that 

the path of Cournot-Nash due to the tatonnement process in rent-seek

ing investments, profit-seeking investment, and simultaneous wasteful 

investment move simultaneously. Thus, under the tatonnement process, 

there will be a convergence to the Cournot-Nash equilibrium from every 

starting point; that is, the Cournot-Nash equilibrium is globally stable 

in every investments under optimal welfare choice enforcement con

dition of future uncertainty of outcome solutions. 
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4. Social welfare in cost-benefit analysis 

When all agents do not know the expected payoffs in their invest

ment of the future, then the investment is said to be done with incom

plete information. In such a case, the supply in this good-service in

dustry will not rise due to the celebrated free-rider problems. If the 

good-service industry continues to invest, then each agent, in regard to 

his welfare (benefit), win prefer the other agents to incur the invest

ment costs for supplying it. Now, some agents attempt to maximize 

their expected utility function under uncertainty of future strategic be

haviour, with absolute risk aversion described by a Von-Neumann Mor

genstern utility function. Therefore, attempts of this model use agents 

to maximize their expected utility of net present value C 4- 2) from 

(4-1); 

=-Zj t V j texp(-rW t)-Xj t, (Zt E [0, 1]) ........ ( 4 -1) 

maxPV j = f (-Zj t V j texp(-rW i t)-Xj t)dt. (r>O, W'20, Vt En) 

.... ( 4 - 2) 

· r : the coefficient of absolute risk aversion. 

· Z j t : the possibile wins of agents j in time t, (3 i En). 

· W j t : the wealth of agents j in time t, (3i En). 

· Xj t : the expenditure cost of agents j in time t, (3j En). 

(1) Social benefit effect analysis due to a change in n 

First we assume that agents simultaneously determine whether 

their actions will be in rent-seeking or non rent-seeking investment, in 
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flexibile production investment 01:" non-investment, in simultaneous was

teful investment. Then, we obtain a social welfare analysis due to com

paring relative social costs of rent-seeking ( 4- 3), other profit-seeking 

( 4 - 4), and simultaneous wasteful investment, ( 4 - 5) from ( 3 -10), 

( 3 -14), ( 3 -18). 

L * (m + 1) (merT +er (V-S)) s=nX ln v r m+er 
....... ( 4 - 3) 

Lp= (n-1) C*=_E!_ln(mer CR+T-V) +er (R~S)) 
r m+erR 

........ ( 4 - 4) 

_ * (m + 1) (mer (R+T) +er (V+R-S)) 
LM-n (X+C) lp . (V+R) r m+er 

....... (4"-5) 

· J =Lp-Ls : the difference in social cost between: wasteful ac-

tivities. 

• m= (n-1) : am/Bn=an/am=l. (short run: X>C, long run: C 

:2::X). 

Thus, we analyze the effect change of the agents, n, on Ls, LP and Le. 

oLs_oLs 
1) om= on . (m,nEN), 

¢;> 

_a_L_s =-l-[1n (mer T +er (V-S)) + _(_m_+_l)_e=r~T~ 
om r m +erV merT +er (V-S) (m+l~J ...... (4-6) 

m+er 

If, V>O, V>S, ~>0. V=O, T<S, ~~>0. 

oLp_oLP 
2) om= on . (m, nEN). 

¢;> 

----- ln ----~---
OLP;_ 1 [ (mer(R+T-V)+er(R-S)) 
om r m+erR 
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3) 

+ ---me' <R+T-v) m J 
mer(R+T-V)+er(R-S) e'R+m ....... (4-7) 

If, R>O, R>V-T, !~>0. R=O, T<V, !~>0. 

aLM_aLM om =an· (m, nEN). 

9 

oLM _ 1 [ (mer(R+T)+er(V+R-S)) 
----- ln --------am r m+er(V+R) 

+-~("--cm=+~l~)_e_' C~R~+T~l~ 
me' (R+T) +e' (V+T-S) 

(m+l) J 
m+er(V+R) 

If, V>O, ~1;:;>o, V=O, °;;:>o. 

.....•• ( 4 

aJ _ aJ C C 4) am =ar;_-· J=Lp-Ls). V>R) 

SC 

CD (V>R), ~=~_OLP _aLs>O. 
am an am am 

® (X::?:C), !: - ~ ::?:O. (short run) 

® (X:c:;;:C) oLs - oLp :c:;;:o. (long run) - 'am am-

<Figure 4-1) 
SC 

....... ( 4 ~ 9 ) 

<Figure 4-2) 

LM 
; LM I 

~Lp 

~4 

L/L, 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0 2 n 

I 
I 
I 
I 
I 
I 

0 2 n* n 
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Therefore, we can analyze effects of social welfare in terms of cost 

-benefit from <Figure 4-1'), <Figure 4-2> dependence of social cost n, 

(1) n>2: LP>Ls. (V>R). <Figure 4-1) 

(2) 2<n<n* : Ls>LP. (short run: XzC). <Figure 4-2) 

(3) n<n*: Ls>LP. (short rim: XzC). <Figure 4-2) 

(4) n>n*: LP>Ls. (long run: x::;;:c). <Figure 4-2) 

(5) E*: Ls =Lp. <Figure 4-2) 

Now, we can do a well-defined analysis of cost-benefit using a pro

duction possibility frontier (PPF} in investment of rent-seeking (Qn t) 

and other profit-seeking (Qcn-i) t) due to -cutbacks in government de

mand, Dg. 

<Figure 4-3) 

SWFco 

Qcn-1Jto 

Qcn-1Jt1 

0 

<The welfare effect from dependence on social cost, n <Figure 4-3)) 

Dg0-Dgit. =}PPF to{Qcn-i) t0Qn to}-PPF t1 {Qcn-i) t1Qn t1}. 

=}E10-Eti. {Qcn-i) to-Qcn-i) 11t>Qn to-Qn tit}. 

=}SW to-SW tit. (SWFto.-SWFti). 

·SWt : social welfare of time t in change n. 

· Qn t : production of rent-seeking firms n of time t in change n. 

· Qcn-i) t : production of flexibility firms (n -1) of time t in 
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change n. 

· SWFt : social welfare function of time t in change n. 

· Et : general equilibrium of time t in change n. 

We reach the apparently sur.e conclusion that the directly unpro

ductive game activity game of rent-seeking for lobbying or other pro

duction line flexibility is Parto-inferjor in social welfare. Therefore, 

we know the fall of the Pareto-inferior due to investment in other pro

duction line under conditions of flexibility greater than that of rent

seeking (firms n). But, if other production line (firms n -1) is able 

to product private goods, optimal choice from welfare analysis cannot 

be done in this situation. 

(2) Social benefit effect analysis due to change in r 

Now, we obtain a welfare benefit analysis for the effect of a coef

ficient of absolute risk aversion, r, on Ls, LP, LF from C 4- 3), C 4- 4 ); 

( 4- 5). 

1) aLs _ (m+l)[.-1n(merV+er(V-S)) 
ar r 2 (m +erV) 

+mrTerT +r(V-S)er cv-s) rVerv J (mEN, r>O) .. ( 4 -10) 
merT +er (V-S) m + erV ' 

----- -In 2) aLP - m [ (mer (R+T-V) + er (R-S)) 
ar r 2 . m+erR 

+ _m_(~R_+_T_-_V~)-=ec-,-r (-=R~+=T-_v_) ~+-c(='c-R-c-c-:--S~) e_r_(_R-_S_) 
mer (R+T...:V) +er (R-S) 

rRerR J +erR ..... (4-11) 

If, R>O, R> V-T, aaLP >O. · R=O, T<V, aaLP <O. 
r . r 

aLM _Cm+ 1}[-1n(mer (R+. T) +er (V+R-S)). 
3) ar r2 m+er (V+R) 
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+ (R+T)mer(R+T) + CV +R-S)er(V+R-S) 
~-~-m-e-r-,(=R-cc+T=)~+~e-r c=v~+=R--,S"") ___ _ 

(V +R)er(V+R) J 
m+er(V+r) 

If, R>O, V+R>S, a~t>O. R=O, airM<O. 
.... ( 4-12) 

4) J=LP-Ls. 

CD (V>R), airP - airs ::2::0. 

® (x::2::C) aLs - aLP ::2::0 (short run) - , ar ar - . 

® (XS:C) aLs - aLP S:0. (long run) - , ar ar - ....... (4-13) 

Therefore, we can know welfare effects from <Figure 4), <Figure 5). 

Ls ; monotonic reduces social cost in rent-seeking. 

LP ; monotonic reduces social cost in production flexibility. 

LM ; monotonic reduces social cost in simultaneous wasteful invest

ment. 

Now, we obtain the well-defined conclusion in this synthesis anal

ysis as shown in (Figure 4-4), (Figure 4-5). 

SC <Figure 4-4) SC <Figure 4-5) 

0 r 0 r• r 
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Therefore, we can ·analyze effects of social welfare in terms of cost 

-benefit from· <Figure 4-4, 4-5) dependant on the social cost of r, 

(1) r*>r : Ls>LP; (short run: XzC) ._ <Figure 4-5) 

(2) r*<r : Ls<LP. (long run: x::::;;:c). <Figure 4-5) 

(3) LP>Ls. (V>R). <Figure 4-4) 

(4) E*: Ls=Lp. <Figure 4-5) 

Thus, as is well-known, LP and Ls can reach equilibrium at E*. If 

so, social welfare due to spending resources on wasteful investment is 

Pareto superior because it incurs less cost, Ls, more than LP in the 

long run. Furthermore, we now analyze the measures df social welfare 

under the production possibility frontier due to total social productivity. 
' ' 

Such a method insures the comparing of ~o~ial cost-benefits analysis. 

Doing so, we know the increasing social welfare· due to rent-seeking of 

agents, n, is more than another production line under flexibility of firms, 

(n _:1). Now, we can analyze cost-benefits using the probability pos

sibility frontier under investments of rent-seeking (Qn t) and other pro

fit-seeking (Qcn-1) t) due to a cutback in government demand, Dg. 

Qcn-l)t 
<Figure 4-6) 

SWF10 

Q(n-l)tO 

Qcn-1)u 

0 

<The welfare effect from dependence 'of social costs on r : <Figure 
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4-6)) 

Dgo-Dgil. =}PPFto{Qcn-1) tOQn to}-PPFt1 {Qcn-1) t1Qn t1}. 

=}Eto-Et1. {Qcn-1> to-Qcn-1> t1i>Qn to-Qn t1i}. 

=}SW to-SW t1i. (SWFto-SWFt1). 

· SWt 

• Qnt 

: social welfare of time t in change r. 

: production of rent-seeking firms n of time t in change 

r; 

· Qcn-1) t : production of flexibility firms (n-1) of time t in 

change r. 

· SWFt : social welfare function of time t in change r. 

· E0 : general equilibrium of time t in change r. 

Furthermore, we obtain the well-defined analyses that the total so

cial production will decrease from PPFto to PPFt 1, The social welfare 

due to rent-seeking and other profit-seeking is now only fail to in

crease the sum at the new production possibility frontier PPFt 1, There

fore, we obtain a welfare loss under cost-benefits because an increase 

in addition to the wasteful investments expenditure on spending re

sources is in order to protect profits of the identical agents. Thus, 

social welfare decreases from profit protection are overstated. 

5. Conclusion 

This paper provides analysis of a third alternative method of de

fensive action when facing the potential loss of profits by an agent. In 

short, rent-seeking may be Pareto-superior since it is less socially 

wasteful than other profit-seeking. It is worth nothing that the per

spectives of investment have their own distribution share in unproduc

tion. It is not altogether clear how individual (agents) can be expected 

to invest time on the effects under uncertainty of the future. Special-
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ly, we showed where the properties of a pure public good, local public 

good and its related subindustries have various problems. But agents 

can overcome the difficulties associated .with status quo at the national 

constitutional economy level. Thus, w~ argue that the constitutional 

economy offers an appropriate perspective on conditions· of future un

certainty in that it enables us to examine rent-seeking or other profit

seeking activities both separately and under simultaneous wasteful in

vestment. We have been able to,· overcome the: absolute risk aversion 

of all agents, which is raised by the social cost-benefits perspectives 

under rent-seeking, other profit-seeking (production flexibility), and 

simultaneous wasteful investment in this industry. 

We display the pa:th of the Coutnot-Nash adjustmentcin the taton

nement process under some investment of the social. waste (loss) sec

tor. Thus, the tatonnement process converged to the Cournot-Nash 

equilibrium from every starting point in investments of the all agents .. 

But, that point in the Cournot-Nash equilibrium yields social welfare 

loss because of a wasted investment. of the agents. Thus, this equilib-: 

rium under waste investment of the agents is the point of Pareto-in

ferior under the Paretian criteria in social welfare sectors because it 

has the structures of a zero-sum or negative-sum game. 

Notes 

1. Rent-seeking is the expenditure of scarce resources to capture ari artifi-

. dally· created transfer. 

2. Agents had a combination of unproductive profit-seeking activities. 

3. In this paper, outputs refer to is public goods or local goods. 

4. If is small, we must show that the two term is will be positive and domi

nated by all the terms. Thus, 8Ls/8r>o. 

5. If is for large enough, we must show that one, the third t.erm is will. be 

dominated by the exponential (er) terms, then, 8Ls/ar<o. 
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